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1 Introduction 

It is a well known experimental result [1] that when strong elliptically polarized light propag~tes 

through an isotropic nonlinear medium the medium ·becomes birefringent, which results iii the self

induced rotation of the polarization ellipse. Nowadays, propagation of light in a nonli~ear ·Ker~ 

medium is a standard subject of textbooks on nonlinear optics [2, 3]. To understand phenomena 

like optically induced birefringence there is no need for field quantization. If, however, the quantum 

properties of light propagating through a Kerr medium are taken into ac~ount, some new effects 

like photon antibunching [4]- [6],and squeezing [7] can occur. Quantum description of elliptically 

polarized light propagating in a nonlinear Kerr medium requires, in general, a two-mode description 

of the field. When the light is• circu.larly polarized, the problem can be reduced fo the one-mode 

problem that equivalent to the anharmonic oscillator model. This model, due to its simplicity 

allowing exact solutions, became very popular for studying various aspects of nonlinear quantum

field evolution · [8)- [27). To discuss effects associated with elliptical polarization the two-mode 

description is needed. Such description has already been used in the early studies [4)- [7] of the 

quantum field effects that appear during the propagation. In those studies the Heisenberg equations · 

of mofom for the field operato.rs were solved and their solutions were used to calculate the degree of 

photon antibunching or squeezing. Recently, Agarwal and Puri [28) have re-examined the problem of 

propagation of elliptically polarized light through a Kerr medium discussing not only the Heisenberg 

equations of motion for the field operators .but also the evolution of the field states themselves .. 

The polarization state of the field propagating in a Kerr medium can be described by the Stokes 

parameters which are the expectation values of the corresponding Stokes operators in the quantum 

description of the field. Quantum fluctuations in the Stokes parameters have recently been discussed 

by Tanas and Kielich [29). 

The effect of dissipation on the dynamics of the anharmonic oscillator, i.. e., the one-mode 

propagation problem, has already been considered by Milburn and Holmes [10}, and recently the 

exact solutions of the master equation for the system have been discussed [17, 20, 23, 24). For the 

two-mode case, the effect of losses and noise has been discussed by Horak and Perina . [30} whose 

approximate approach was based on the Heisenberg-Langevin equations of motion for the operators 

of the two coupled nonlinear oscillators. Quite recently, using the thermofield dynamics notation 

Chaturvedi and Srinivasan [31, 32) have found an elegant, exact solution of the master equation for 

a single nonlinear oscillator [31] as well as for coupled nonlinear oscillators [32}. 

In this paper we discuss phase properties of elliptically polarized light propagating through a 

Kerr medium with dissipation. To describe the phase properties of the field we use the Hermitian 



phase formalism introduced by Pegg and Barnett [33]- [35] which enables direct calculations of the 

expectation values and variances of the Hermitian phase operators for the two modes of the field 

as well as the correlations between the two phases. To include the dissipation into the system we 

adopt the master equation solution obtained by Chaturvedi and Srinivasan [32) to the propagation 

problem. Exact analytical formulas describing quantum phase fluctuations and correlations of the 

two-mode field propagating in a Kerr medium with dissipation are derived and illustrated graphically 

for different values of the mean initial numbers of photons to show explicitly the intensity-dependence 

of the phase properties of the field. 

2 Quantum description of elliptically polarized light 

In the quantum description of the electromagnetic field it is convenient to write the field as a sum 

of the positive and negative frequency parts 

E;(r, t) = Ej+l(r, t) + Ej->(r, t), (1) 

where i denotes a polarization component of the field. Next, a mode decomposition of the field can 

be performed which for the plane-wave decomposition of the free field propagating in a medium with 

(linear) refractive index n(w) gives 

Ej+l(r, t) =I>[:~~ r2 

eL~>ak,\ exp [-i(wict - k • r)] 
k,.\ 

(2) 

where eL~l is the i-th component of the polarization vector associated with the polarization state ,\ 

and the propagation vector k, and V is the quantization volume. The operators ak.\ and ai,\ arc 

the annihilation and creation operators of photons with the propagation vector k and polarization ,\ 

satisfying the commutation relations 

[ak.\,aL,J = Ok,k•O.\,.\'• (3) 

The polarization vectors satisfy the orthogonality conditions 

"' (.\)• (.\') } L..i ek, ek, = 8.\,-\' 

E,e~>k; =0. . 
(4) 

For a monochromatic field of frequency w propagating along the z-axis of the laboratory reference 

frame, we can drop the index k in our notation and write 

(+) . [ 21rliw ·] 
112 

• (,\) E; (z, t) = z nl(w)V exp[-z(wt - kz)I 0 e; a,\ 
.\-1,2 

(5) 
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; f 

with k = n(w)w/c. Since the summation over the two mutually orthogonal polarizations still remains 

in equation ( 5), we have a two-mode description of the field. If the field is a superposition of these 

two modes, the two-mode description can be replaced by one mode of the elliptically polarized field 

e;a = el1>a1 + el
2
>a2, (6) 

where el1> and el2> are the i-th components of the orthogonal unit polarization vectors e<
1
> and 

e<2> of the modes a1 and a2, and e; is the i-th component of the polarization vector e _of the 

mode a. Relation ( 6) can also be considered in the reverse sense as a decomposition of initially 

elliptically polarized light into two orthogonal modes. Applying the orthogonality condition ( 4) for 

the polarization vectors, we obtain the formula 

a= e;:a1 + e;a2, (7) 

.where 

e;: = e•e(l), e; = e•e(l). 

So far the decomposition ( 6) (or, equivalently, ( 7)) is quite general and can be further specified 

either for two modes with mutually perpendicular linear polarizations or for right- and left-circularly 

polarized modes. 

If a Cartesian basis is chosen, the unit polarization vectors are e<1> = x, e<
2
> = y, whereas in a 

circular basis we have e<1> = e<+l = (x + iy)/../2, e<2> = e<-) = (x - iy)/../2, with X and y being 

the unit vectors along the x and y axes, respectively. The unit vector e of the elliptically polarized 

light can be written in either a Cartesian or a circular basis as 

e = e,,x + eyy = e+e<+l + e_e<-l (8) 

with e,, and ey given by [36) 

ey = cos 17 sinB + i sin 17 cos 0, 

e,, = cos17cos8- isin17sin8, } (9) 

and 

e:1: = ~(e,,=i=iev) = ~(cos17±sin17)e'fi
8

• 
(10) 

The parameters 0 and 17 define the polarization ellipse of the field - 0 is the azimuth of the ellipse 

denoting the angle between the major axis of the ellipse and the x-axis measured positive from 

the +x-axis towards the +y-axis, and 17 is the ellipticity parameter, -,r/4 ~ 17 ~ ,r/4, where tan17 

3 



describes the ratio of the minor and major axes of the ellipse with the sign defining its handedness 

(plus means right-handed polarization in the helicity convention). 

According to equation ( 7) the annihilation operator of the elliptically polarized field · can be 

written as 

a = e;a., + e;a11 = e~a+ + e:a_, 

where e.,, e11 and e± are given by equations ( 9) and ( 10), and the operators a± are 

a±= ~(a., =F ia11 ). 

(11) 

(12) 

Hence, the annihilation operator a of the elliptically polarized light is a superposition of two orthog

onal modes in either a Cartesian or a circular basis. 

On defining a coherent state of the field with respect to .the operator a by the relation 

aja) = aja), (13) 

we have simultaneously 

la)= ja.,)1011) = la+)la_), (14) 

where la.,), la11) and la+), ja_) are the coherent states defined with respect to the annihilation op

erators a.,,a11 and a+,a-, respectively. According to ( 11), ( 13) and ( 14) the following relations 

hold 

and, due to the normalizations 

one obtains 

a = e;a., + e;a11 = e~a+ + e:a_, 

e;e., + e;e11 = e~e+ + e:e_ = 1, 

a., =e.,a} 

a 11 = e11a 

O± =e±a, 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

where e.,,e11 and e± are given by eqs. ( 9) and ( 10), and ja.,j2 + ja111
2 = la+l2 + la-12 = jaj2

• So 

the Cartesian or circular bases can be used alternatively to describe the propagation of elliptically 

polarized light in a nonlinear Kerr medium. In isotropic media, however, the circular basis is much 

more advantageous over the Cartesian one. 
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Relations ( 15)-( 17) together w_ith ( 8)-( 10) allow for the decomposition of a coherent state of 

elliptically polarized light, with the polarization ellipse described by the azimuth 8 and the ellipticity 

T/, into two orthogonal modes being also in a coherent states, and vice versa. However, if the nonlinear 

interaction between the field and the medium takes place, the resulting state may no longer be a 

coherent state, even if it was initially. In this case relations ( 13)-( 17) are valid only for the initial 

coherent states. Quantum evolution of the field propagating through a nonlinear Kerr medium will 

change these initial states, and the equations of motion will be the subject of the next Section. 

3 Quantum evolution of elliptically polarized light propa

gating in a Kerr medium 

Before writing down quantum equations·of motion, we remind the main points of the classical de

scription of light propagating through a nonlinear Kerr medium. The classical approach involn·s the 

third-order nonlinear polarization of the medium and can be sketched as follows. A monochromatic 

light field of frequency w propagating in the medium induces the third-order polarization of this 

medium at frequency w which .can be written as [2, 3} 

Pi+>(w) = L X,;k1(-w, -w,w,w)Et>(w)El+\w)E}+\w), 
jkl 

(18) 

where Xijk1(-w,-w,w,w) is the third-order nonlinear susceptibility tensor of the medium, and the 

decomposition of the field into the positive- and negative-frequency parts as in eq. ( 1) has lH'<'ll 

used; albeit, in the classical description, the field amplitudes E/±\w) are classical qi1antities. 

For an isotropic medium with a center of inversion, the nonlinear susceptibility tensor \ijkl(~·) = 

X,;k1(-w,-w,w,w) can be written as follows [2, 3] 

X,;k1(w) = Xxxyy(w)o;;Okl + Xx11xiw)o,k0;1 + Xxyyx(w)o.,o;k 

with the additional relation 

x.,.,.,.,(w) = x11111111 (w) = Xxx 11y(w) + Xx 11x11 (w) + \.,1111.,(w). 

(l!l) 

(:W) 

Taking into account the permutation symmetry of the tensor X;;kl(w) with respect to its first ancl 

second pairs of indices, we have, moreover, Xxyx11(w) = x.,1111.,(w). The light beam is assumecl to 

propagate along the z axis of the laboratory reference frame . 

On insertion of the polarization ( 18) into the Maxwell equations and applying the slowly varying 

amplitude approximation, one obtains the following equation for the amplitudes of the field [3} 

dE(±)( ) '? • ~ = ~ p.( +) ( w) 
dz n(w)c ' ' 

(21) 

5 



where the slowly-varying amplitudes Ef±l(w) are assumed to he dependent on z. If the circular basis 

is introduced, which is the natural basis for isotropic media, with the circular components of the field 

E1+l(w) = ~ [E!+l(w) =F iE!+l(w)], 

the nonlinear polarization takes the form 

Pt>(w) = 2Xxyxy{w)IEi+>(w)l2 Ei+>(w) 

+2 [Xxxyy(w) + Xxyxy(w)] IE~+)(w)l2 Ei+>(w), 

which after insertion into ( 21) gives 

dE1+l(w) 
dz 

i41rw { (+) 2 
n(w)c Xxyxy{w)IE± (w)I 

+ [Xxxyy(w) + Xxyxy{w)] IEi+)(w)l2
} £1+)(w). 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

One easily checks that (d/dz)IEi+>(w)l2 = 0, i. e., the intensities 1Ei+>(w)l2 of both circular com

ponents are constants of motion. This is a clear advantage of the circular basis over the Cartesian 

basis, which allows for the following simple exponential solution of_ equation ( 24) (37]: 

Ei,+l(w; z) = exp (i<I>±(z)] Ei+>(w; z = 0), (25) 

where 

41rwz { (+) 2 (+) 2 } cl>±(z) = n(w)c Xxyxy(w)IE± (w)I + [Xxxyy(w) + Xxyxy(w)] IE'f (w)I (26) 

determines the light-intensity-dependent phase of the field (self-phase-modulation or intensity-depende'nt 

refractive index). These are well known classical nonlinear effect& (2, 3), that are not the subject of 

our interest here. 

In this paper we are interested in quantum phase properties of the field propagating in a Kerr 

medium; so we need quantum equations of motion for the field. Equations of that type, the Heisenberg 

equations of motion for the field operators, can be obtained from the following effective interaction 

Hamiltonian (7]: 

H 1 h { t2 2 t2 2 4d t t } 1 = 2 ,c a+ a+ + a_ a __ + a+a_µ_a+ , (27) 

where the nonlinear coupling constant ,c is real and is given by 

V ( 21rhw )
2 

IC= h n2(w)V 2Xxyxy{w) (28) 
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with V being the quantization volume. We have introduced in ( 27) a nonlinear asymmetry parameter 

d defined as 

2d = 1 + Xrxyv(w) 
Xxyxy(w) 

(29) 

If the nonHnear susceptibility tensor x is symmetric with respect to all its indices, the asymmetry 
• , ' I 

parameter d is equal to unity. Otherwise d I 1 and describes the asymmetry of the nonlinear 

properties of the medium. When the medium is an assembly of independent, identical molecules 

the asymmetry parameter dis related to the hyperpolarizahility of individual molecules (7]. Ritze 

(6] has calculated this asymmetry parameter for atoms with a degenerate one-photon transition and 

obtained the results 

d= { 
(2J - 1}(2J + 3)/(2(2;:2 + 2J + 1)] for J +-+ J transitions 

(2J2 + 3)/(2(6.,:2 ___: 1 )] for J +-+ J - 1 transitions • 
(30) 

The operators a± in the Hamiltonian ( 27) are the annihilation operators for the circularly right

and left-polarized modes. 

Using the interaction Hamiltonian ( 27) and the commutation rules ( 3), one can easily write 

down the Heisenberg equations of motion describing the time evolution of the field operators. Here, 

we consider the travelling wave case instead of the field in a cavity; so we replace the time t by 

-n(w)z/c, and we obtain the following equation: 

da~;z) = in~) ,c [al(z)a±(z) + 2dai(z)a'f(z)] a±(z). (31). 

When the relation, obtained from ( 5), 

Ei,+>(w) = i [ 27rhw ]1/2 
n2(w)V a± (32) 

is applied, equation ( 31) takes the form ( 24), that makes the quantum-classical correspondence 

quite transparent, but now we deal with the quantum field. 

Our approach is based on the discrete-mode approach, and the transition from the cavity modes 

to the travelling waves suffers from the cavity-size dependence of the results. Recently, the quantum 

theory of optical wave propagation without recourse to cavity quantization has been formulated 

(38], and the exact solution for quantum self-phase modulation within this new approach has been 

obtained (39). 

Since the numbers of photons ala± in the two modes are constants of motion, equation ( 31) has 

the simple exponential solution (6, 7] 

a±(T) = exp { iT [al(o)a±(O) + 2dai(o)a'f(o)]} a±(0), (33) 

7 



where we have introduced the notation 

n(w)i.z 
T=--- • 

C 
(34) . 

The solutions ( 33) are exact operator solutions for the field operators of l_ight propagating through 

a nonlinear isotropic Kerr medium without dissipation. These equations were used for calculations 

of such quantum effects as photon antibunching (6) and squeezing [7). 

To describe the evolution of the field states we can use the evolution operator U(r) which, 

according to ( 27) and ( 34) and after replacement t = -n(w)z/c, has the form 

U(r) = exp {ii [n+(n+ -1) + n_(n_ -1) + 4dn+n-l}, (3-5) 

where we have introduced the number operators 11± = ala± for the two circularly polarized modes. 

The resulting state of the field is thus given by 

lt/J(r)) = U(r)lt/,(0)), (36) 

where lt/J(0)) is the initial state of the field. If the initial state of the field is a coherent state of 

elliptically polarized light, one obtains [28) 

lt/J(r)) = U(r)la+t>=-) 

= L bt>bt_>exp{i(n+'f'++n_,,,_) 
n+,n-

+ii [n+(n+ - 1) + n_(n_ - 1) + 4dn+n-)} In+, n~), (37) 

where 

2 la±ln± b~=;J = exp(-la±I / 2) Jn;f (38) 

and the state In+, n_) = ln+)ln_) is the Fock state. We have used here O'.± = la±I exp(i'f'±)-

If the dissipation is present in the system the pure state description of the field is no longer valid, 

the mean numbers of photons (ala±) are no longer constants of motion, and the above formulas 

do not properly describe the field evolution. Nevertheless, even including damping, the master 

equation for two coupled nonlinear oscillators has the exact solution [32) which, on assumption 

of zero temperature reservoir and initially coherent state of the field, can be easily adopted to the 

travelling wave situation with linear losses. In the presence of damping we have, instead of the 

solution ( 37) for the field state, the following solution for the matrix elements of the field density 

operator: 

Pm+,m-;n+,n_(r) = (m+,m-lp(r)ln+,n-) 

8 

) 

? 
J 
~
I 

= b!,;Jb~:>b!;2b~-:_) exp { i [ ('f'+ - i) (m+ - n+)+ ('f'- - i) (m_ - n_)]} 

X J.\.'::!:t.!:'!-n_(r)J!,".'.:::..!~7.!f:-n+(r) 

{N , 1- fm+-n+;m_-n_(r)} {N , 1- /m_-n_;m+-n~(r)} x exp +" . exp _,.. . _ 
A - UJm+-n+,m--n- ). - U]m_-n_,m+-n+ • 

where T is given by ( 34), and we have introduced the follow_ing notation 

). = -1+/K = 'Y-/K., 

with 'Y+ and ,_ being the damping constants for the two modes, 

T/n,m = n + 2dm, 

fm;n(r) .=exp[-(>. - irim,n)r], 

(39) 

(40) 

(41} 

(42) 

b~~J are given by ( 38), and 'f'± are the·· phases of the initial coherent states amplitudes a-± while 

N± = la± 12 are the mean number of photons. The ·dissipation is assumed to be equal for both modes 

and its value (relative with respect to the coupling constant ,;,) is described by >.. 

The solution ( 39) is exact, and it enables calculations of all one-time expectation values of the 

field operators. In this paper it is used to calculate quantum phase properties of the field propagating 

in a Kerr medium with dissipation. 

4 Quantum phase fluctuations and correlations 

To study phase properties of elliptically polarized light propagating in a Kerr medium we use the 

new Hermitian phase formalism introd~ced by Pegg and Barnett [33]- [35]. Their idea is based 

on introducing, for one mode of the field, a finite (s + !)-dimensional spa~e 1V spanned by the 

number states I0),11), ... ,Is). The Hermitian phase operator operates on this finite space, and after 

all necessary expectation values have been calculated in 1V, the value of s is allowed to tend to infinity. 

A complete orthonormal basis of (s + I) states is defined on 1V as 

where 

1 • 
I0m) = CTT" L exp(in0m)ln), 

ys + I n=O 

2irm 
Om = Oo + s ·+ 1' (m = 0, I, ... ,s). 

(-13) 

(44) 

The value of 00 is arbitrary and defines a particular basis set of (s + I) mutually orthogonal phase 

states. The Hermitian phase operator is defined as 

• 
Jo = L 0ml0m)(0ml, (-15) 

m=O 

9 
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where the subscript 0 indicates the dependence on the choice of 00 • The phase states ( 43) are 

eigenstates of the phase operator ( 45) with the eigenvalues 0m restricted to lie within a phase window 

between Bo and00 + 2,r. The unitary phase operator exp(iJ9) is defined as the exponential function of 

the Hermitian operator J9. This operator acting on the eigenstate l0m) gives the eigenvalue exp(iOm), 

and it can be written as (33]- (35] 

•-I 

exp(i¢9) = L ln)(n + 11 + exp (i(s + l)Oo] ls)(Oj. (46) 
n=O 

This is the last-term in ( 46) that assures the unitarity of this operator. The first sum reproduces 

the Susskind-Glogower (40, 41] phase operator in the limits-+ oo. 

If the field is described by the density operator p, the expectation value of the phase operator 

( 45) is given by 

(¢9} = Tr {p¢9} = t 0m(0mlPl0m), (47) 
m=O 

where (0mlPl0m) gives a probability of being found in th_e phase state IBm)- The density of phase 

states is (s + l)/2ir; so in the continuum limit as s tends to infinity we can write ( 47) as 

90+2,,, 

(J9) = I 0P(0)d0, (48) 

9o 

where the continuum phase distribution P(0) is introduced by 

. s+l 
P(0) = hm -

2
-(BmlPl0m). •-oo ,r 

(49) 

where 0m has been replaced by the continuous phase variable 0. As the phase distribution function 

P(0) is known, all the quantum. merl?anical phase expectation values can be calculated with this 

function _in a classical-like manner by performing integrations over 0. 

Taking into account the definition ( 43), we have 

1 • • 
P(0) = lim - LL exp(-i(n - k)0m]Pnk• 

.s-oo 2,r 
n=O k=O 

If we symmetrize the phase distribution with respect to a phase cp by taking 

,rs 
0o = cp- s + 1 

(50) 

(51) 

and i_ntroducing a new phase labelµ= m - s/2, which goes in integer steps from -s/2 to s/2, the 

phase distribution becomes symmetric in µ, and we get 

1 00 00 

P(0) = - LL exp(-i(m - n)(cp + 0)]Pmn· · 
2,r m=0n=0 

(52) 

IO 

'1·1 

I 

I 

~-,_· i) 
I 

Now, all integrals over 0 are taken in the symmetric range between -ir and ir, and the phase 

distribution P(0) is normalized so that 

,,, 

I P(O)d0 = 1. (53) 

All the above formulas defining phase properties of the field can be easily extended into the two

mode case we are interested in. Proceeding along the same lines, we arrive at the following formula 

for the joint phase probability distribution P(0+, 0_) which is symmetrized with respect to the phases 

Cf'+ and cp_ 

P(0+,0-) (
2
~)2 L exp{-i[(m+ - n+HCf'+ + B+) 

m:t:,n± 

+(m_ - n_)(cp_ + O_)J}Pm+,m-;n+,n_(r). (54) 

On inserting into ( 54) the solution ( 39) for the density matrix, we finally obtain the joint phase 

probability distribution for the continuous phase variables 0+ and O_ describing phases of the two 

modes. This gives us the following formula· 

P(0+,0-) = _l_ "bl+lb!+lbHbHexp{-·h(u++u )+f(6+ 6 )} (2ir)2 ~ m+ n+ m- n- 2 - , -
m:1:,n± 

x cos{ 6+0+ + 6_0_ -i[6+(u+ + 2du_ ...:.1) + 6-(u_ + 2du+ -1)] 

-A(6+,6-l }, 

where, for brevity, we have comprised the summation indices into the following combinations: 

<T± = m± + n± } , 

6± = m± -n± 

and we have defined the quantities 

f(m,n) = ,\ [A!.;,~(r) + AtJ.(r)] + 'lm,nB!.;,~(r) + 'ln,mBtJ.(r), 

A(m,n) = 'lm,nA!.;,~(r) + 'ln,mAtJ.(r)- ,\ [B!,-';!(r) + BtJ.(r)], 

where 'lm,n is given by ( 41), and 

A!;,~(r) = ,\2 N±~ (1 - exp(-,\r) cos('lm,nT)], 
+77m,n 

(±J ( ) - N±,\ ( ) . ( )] Bm,n T - ,\2 + n 2 exp -,\r sm 'lm,nT . 
·,m,n 

II 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

(60) 



Formula ( 55) is the exact analytical expression describing the joint probability distribution P(O+, O_ ), 

and it allows calculations of all phase exp~ctation values by simple integrations over O+ and O_ in 

the symmetrical range between -'Ir and 1r. 

Despite the complexity of r(6+, «L) and A(6:i-,6-), the structure of formula ( 55) is quite transpar

ent. If there is no dissipation in the system, .\ = 0 and both th~e quantities are also equal to zero. In 

this case, formula ( 55) goes over into our earlier result (42]. Another limit is the case of no coupling 

between the two modes, i. e., the cased= 0, when the expressions for f(6+,6-) and A(6+,6-) split 

into sums of separate terms for the "plus" and "minus" modes and· the pha:se distribution P(O+, O_) 

can be factorized into the individual mode distributions. However, either of them still includes the 

dissipation. The one-niode case with dissipation has been studied by us elsewhere (43]. 

On integrating the distribution function P(B+,0-) over one of the phases B+ or 8_ one obtains 

the marginal distribution's P(O_) or P(O+) for the individual phases. The result is 

P(B+) 

where 

= ~{1 + 2 ~ b<+lbl+l 
21r L.., n m 

n>m 

x exp{-N- (1 - Re(/o;n-m(r)]] - ,\; (n + m) + r~~m(r)} 

X cos{ (n - m)B+ - i(n(n :.._ 1) - m(m -1)] + N_Jm[fo;n-m(r)] - A~~m(r)} }, (61) 

r~~m(r) = f(n - m,0),. } 

A~~m(r) = A(n - m,0). 
(62) 

The distribution P(O_) can be obtained from ( 61) by interchanging the indices plus and minus and 

taking into account that 

rt>m(r)=f(O,n-m),} 

A~-=!m(r) = A(0,n - m). 
(63) 

Knowing the phase distribution ( 61) allows calculations of the expectation values and variances 

of the Hermitian phase operators by performing appropriate integrations. We have, for example, 

.. 
(J+) = Tr{pJ+} = ';?+ + j O+P(B+)dO+ 

-.-
= 'P+ + (0+), (64) 

where 

.. 
(B+) = j B+P(O+)dO+ 

12 

- 2 ~ bl+lbl+l(-lr-m 
- ~ n m n-m 

n>m 

X exp {-N_ [1 - Re[/o;n-m(r)]] - ,\; (n + m) + r~~m(r)} 

X sin {-i[n(n - 1) - m(m - 1)) + N_Jm[/o;n-m(r))- A~~)m(r)}, (65) 

and the variance is given by 

((b.J+J2) = (O!) - (0+)2 (66) 

with 

(O!) = j O!P(O+)d~+ 
-'Ir 

= 7r2 + 4 L b(+lb(+·) (-1r-m 
3 n>m n m (n-m)2 

x exp {-N_ (1 - Re[/o;n-m(r)))- ,\; (n + m) + r~~m(r)} 

X cos {-i(n(n - 1) - m(m - 1)) + N_Jm[/o;n-m(r)) - A~~m(r)}. (6i) 

Formulas ( 65) and ( 67) are generalizations of our earlier results (42). 

Equation ( 65) is the quantum formula describing the intensity-dependent phase shift, and for the 

medium without losses it can be compared with the classical expression ( 26). This shift depends, in 

general, on the intensities of both modes and on the asymmetry parameter d. For d = 0 there is no 

coupling between the two modes and then the phase shift for the "plus" mode does not depend on 

the other mode intensity (N_). Classically, as it is evident from ( 26), the int.ensit.y-dependent. phase 

shift is linear iil z (or in r). Quantum mechanical formula ( 65), even for .\ = 0, involves nonlinear T 

dependence. In fact, for 2d being integer the mean phase is periodic in Tin case.\ = 0. Ilm1·l•1w. for 

T « 1 the phase shift is practically linear in T. The range of small T values is most. easily arcessihlc· 

from the experimental point of view. In Fig. 1 we illustrate the evolution of the mean phas<' for 

different values of the mean number of photons (intensity) and for.\= 0 (a),.\= 10 (b). For r « I 

the linear dependence on T is clearly visible, and the rate of increase is proportional to the int.<'nsit.y. 

For larger T some oscillations appear in the mean phase evolution which arc washed out. by damping. 

Evolution of the phase variance given by ( 67) is plotted in Fig. 2. For T « I without damping 

the variance is growing as r 2, and the higher is the mean number of photons the faster is the gro\\'th. 

This means that for strong fields the phase is rapidly randomized, i. C. the phase variance approadll'S 

the value 1r2 /3, which is the value for uniformly distributed phase. The presence of dissipation in 

the system causes that the randomization proceeds more smoothly. 
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FIG. 1. Evolution of the mean phase {¢+), for (a) A = 0, and (b) A = 10. Other parameters are 
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N_ = 4, d = I, and the curves are plotted for N+ = 0.25 (short-dash), N+ = 4 (long-dash), and 

N+ = 16 (solid). These values and curve descriptions are used in all the figures. 
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When the two modes are coupled (d f, 1), some degree of correlation between them can arise 

during the evolution. The phase correlations can, for example, manifest themselves in the variance 

of the phase-difference (or phase-sum) operator of the two modes. In the Pegg-Barnett formalism 

the phase-difference (phase-sum) operator is simply the difference (s~m) 9f the phase operators for 

the two modes. Thus, to calculate the variance of the phase-diff~rence (phase sum) operator we can 

use the following relation 

([~(¢+ ± J_)]2) = ((~¢+)2) + ((~¢~)2) ± 2 { (¢+¢-) _ (¢+)(¢_)}. (68) 

The variances ((~¢+)2) and ((~¢-)2) can be calculated according to ( 66) and ( 67) and their 

counterparts for the "minus" mode obtained by interchanging "+" and " - ". The last term describing 

the correlation between the phases of the two modes can be written as 

C+-(r) = (¢+¢-) - (¢+)(¢_) 

= (B+B-) - (0+)(0_), 

where (0+) and (0_) are given by ( 65), and 
,,. ,r 

(0+0-) = J J 0+0_P(0+,0-)d0+d0_ 
-,r-,r 

=- ~ 1b(+)b(+)b(-)b(-)(-l)
5
+(-l)L exp{-AT(u++u )+r(c+ c )} 

L...J m+ n+ m_ "- c c_ 2 - , -
m:z,n:z + 

(69) 

x cos{ ilc+(u+ + 2du_ -1) + c_(u_ + 2du+ '- 1)) + A(c+,c-) }, (70) 

where the notation is the same as in formula ( 55). The prime over the summation symbol means 

that the terms with C+ = 0 and c_ = 0 do not enter into the sum. 

The strength of the correlation depends crucially on the value of the· asymmetry parameter d. 

If d = 0, the phase distribution P(0+,0-) factorizes and C+-(r) =. 0. The highest values of the 

correlation are obtained ford= 1/2, which means that the minimum of the phase-difference variance, 

in view of equation ( 68), is obtained ford= 1/2. The evolution of the correlation coefficient C+_(r) 

is shown in Fig. 3, and the corresponding curves for the phase-difference variance are plotted in 

Fig. 4. It is seen that the phase correlation can take both positive and negative values depending 

on the intensity of the field. For high intensities the evolution has oscillatory character. Damping, 

as expected, makes the evolution smoother. From Fig. 4 it is evident that also the phase difference 

is rapidly randomized when the field intensity is high. The higher is the intensity the faster is the 

randomization process despite the fact that the correlation can have opposite signs. Generally, a 

competition between the purely quantum effect of phase randomization and the linear losses of the 

medium is observed during the propagation of strong light through the medium. 
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5 Conclusion 

In this paper we have studied the quantum phase fluctuations and correlations of the elliptically · 

polarized light propagating in a nonlinear Kerr medium with dissipation. The new Hermitian phase 

formalism of Pegg and Barnett (33)- (35) has been used to describe the phase properties of the field. 

The exact solution of the master equation for two coupled nonlinear oscillators obtained recently by 

Chaturvedi and Srinivasan (31, 32) has been adopted to describe the propagation of light in a Kerr 

medium with dissipation. The exact analytical formulas describing the quantum phase fluctuations 

and correlations of the propagating field have been obtained. The evolution of the mean phase, 

the phase variance, the inter-mode phase correlation, and the phase-difference variance has been 

illustrated graphically for various intensities of the initial field, and for the medium without and 

with losses. The purely quantum effect of the phase randomization is shown to appear owing to the 

nonlinear coupling. This process beco'ines very fast for high intensities of light. The dissipation is 

shown to slow down this process and make the evolution smoother. There is a sort of competition 

between the quantum effects due to the nonlinear coupling of the field in the medium and the linear 

losses of the medium. Our exact solution to the problem allows us to find the precise answer regarding 

the role of dissipation in masking the quantum effects. 
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TaHaCb P.,~ram.i;or u .. -
KBaHTOBble qJJlyKTY~HH H KOppemUJ;HH cpa3bl 

- _I " • 

3JIJIHITTHqecKH rronHpH30BaHHOI'O CBeTa, 
·pacrrpocTpaHHIOIIJ;ero·cH B KeppOBCKOil: cpep;e 

' , ' . , . . . 

El 7-91-198 

. lfcrronb30BaHa KBaHToBaH Teop1fa ·pacrrpocTpaHeHHH cBeTa 
AJIH BbJqHcneHHH cpnyKTyau;nif li KoppenHIJ;HH cpa3bl 3nnHITTHqeCKH 
rronHpH30BaHHO ro CBeTa, .. pacirpocTpaHHIOIIJ;e I'OCH B_ HenimeifHOH. 
KeppoBCKOH cpep;e c rrorno11J;eHneM • .[(nH o_rrncaHHH cpa30BhIX 
CBOHCTB rronH rrpttMeHeH HOBblH. cpop~antt3M 3PMHTOBOH ~a3bl Iler 
ra - BapHeTTa. IIonyqeHbl ToqHble aHanHTHt!eCKHe cpopMYnbI, 
OITHCb!BaIOIIJ;He cpep;Hee 3HaqeHHe. li p;ncrrepCHIO cpa3bl KruK,IJ;OH OT-
p;enbHOH MO,!J;bl' MeiKMO,!J;OBYIO 'cpa30By10 KoppenHu;m{HHYIO; cpyHKll;HIO 
li p;ncrrepCHIO pa3HOCTH cpa3. Pe3ynbTaTbl rrponnnIOCTPHPOBaHbl 

.. rpacpHqecKH p;nH pa3HbIX 3HaqeHHH HaqanbHbIX HHTeHCHBHOCTeH 
rronH p;nH·yKa3aHHH HX 3aBHCHMOCTH OT HHTeHCHBHOCTH CBeTa. 
ToqHo yqHTblBaeTCH BnttHHHe . rrorno!IJ;eHHH Ha HenttHeHHblH KBa.H
. TOBblI1 3q>cpeKT pa3Ma3b!BilHHH q>a3bl • 

Pa60T8. BblITOnHeHa B Ila6opaTOPHH TeopeTnqecKOH !pH3HKH 
mum. · · · · 

. --

TipenpHHT 061,e,x:unu!Huoro HHC~lYfa JU:tepHLIX HCCneJlOBSHHii . .rly6na 1991 

Tanas R. ' Gantsog Ts. . ' ' 
· Quantum Phase Fluctuations and C_orrelations 
of Elliptically Polarized Light Propagating 

· in a Kerr Medium: 

E17-91-198 

The quantum· theory of light propagation in a nonlinear · 
Kerr medium is applied to-calculate quantum phase fluc
tuations and correlations of elliptically polarized light 
propagating in the medium with dissipation. The Hermitian 

.phase formalism of Pegg and Barnett is applied t6 descri-
be .the phase properties of the field. Exact analytical 
formulas that describe the mean phase, the phase varian
ce, the inter-mode phase correlations and the ph~se~dif
ference variance are derived. The.results are illustrated 
·graphically ·for different. initial intensities of the 
field to show explicitiy. their intensity-dependen~e. The~ 
effect of dis·s·ipat:i.on on the nonlinear quantum effect of 
phase randomization is_ exactly accountedfor. 
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